Farm our Fuel not Fossil Fuel

We need to clean CO2 out of our atmosphere—and make more Oxygen, it is not about emissions.

Age of Oil starts when Abraham Gesner invented kerosene making coal and petroleum Usable. Then in 1859, when Edwin Drake invented the first modern drilling process for deep oil wells. Then John Rockefeller founded the Standard Oil Company, which dominated the oil industry and was the first great U.S. business trust in 1870.

This has destroyed our environment, filling our atmosphere with dirty CO2 threatening the future of Humanity.

In 1900 Rudolph Diesel saw the future damage to the environment and to the economy and he invented the diesel engine to run on vegetable oil to be cheaper, cleaner, + convenient.

Diesel Died in mystery and his ideas were twisted to make more money for the EVIL OIL CARTEL.
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Fossil Fuels
USE MAY PUT UP TO 30% OF SPECIES AT LIKELY RISK OF EXTINCTION. Including People

Farm Fuel or Fossil Fuel
The Bad Choices of the Past Have Jeopardized the future of Humanity

Grown for Biofuel
GOOD CHOICE

Oil From Plants Reduces CO2 makes Oxygen and is Clean for our Environment

CLOSED CIRCLE

FOSSIL FUEL
Bad Choice

Oil Drilled from the Ground Destroys Oxygen and makes excess Carbon Dioxide
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Excess CO₂ Build Up

GLOBAL WARMING: CAUSES AND EFFECTS
Excess CO₂ threatens All life on this planet

How Global Warming Works

Carbon Dioxide (CO₂)

Greenhouse gases

Fossil fuels (coal, oil, natural gas)

Excess CO₂ needs to be reduced
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Only Plants Can Save Us

This is not about controlling Emissions

Only Plants can Absorb the Excess CO2

Only Plants Can Save Us

Only Plants can absorb the CO2

Deforestation
Burning of fossil fuels
Release of greenhouse gases
Biodiesel

Dr. Rudolf Diesel – 1895
Peanut oil

The use of vegetable oils for engine fuel may seem insignificant today. But such oils may become in course of time as important as petroleum and the coal tar products of the present time.

Rudolph Diesel was born in Paris in 1858 to German parents, both hailing from the Bavarian town of Augsberg. After studying mechanical engineering at Munich Polytechnic, Diesel rose to prominence with his ideas on how compression-ignited engines powered by a biomass fuel like vegetable oil, could outperform both steam and petrol-powered engines, as well as empower small businesses and farmers in a world where energy production was becoming increasingly monopolized by large petroleum corporations.

The first diesel engine was ready for testing on December 31st 1896 and by the turn of the century, Diesel (by now a devout family man) was a multi millionaire. His patents were being bought by engine manufacturers in Europe and the USA. Despite his financial windfalls, Diesel was a big spender and his money woes contributed to severe headaches and even a nervous breakdown.

By 1912, Europe’s troubled politics were approaching their own breakdown. Diesel was courted by Germany, France and England to supply their naval fleets with diesel engines. Diesel’s politics were somewhat anti-Kaiser at the time, being more Anglo/Franco-friendly, which is the fuel that feeds the conspiracy surrounding the cause of his death on the 29th September 1913, when he vanished during an overnight crossing of the English Channel on a mail steamer sailing from Antwerp to England. Was he on his way to England to sell the Royal Navy his engine when a German or French assassin pushed him overboard? Or was it a murderer hired by the giant oil conglomerates to ‘neutralise’ this ‘alternative upstart’? Or was it a depressed, bankrupt Rudi himself, who, according to historians, left 20 000 Marks and bank statements showing all his accounts empty in a bag he told his wife not to open, who, wracked by the pressures of success, threw himself over the railings of the steamer into the chilly waters of the channel?

What we do know is that shortly after his death, the German submarine fleet became powered solely by diesel engines, called itself the ‘Wolf Pack’ and went on to inflict major damage to Allied shipping during World War One. His family refuses to believe it was suicide...what do you believe?
We Designed the Diesel Engine so that Any and Every Farmer in the World could very easily Grow Fuel for his tractor and car.

But that Angered the Evil Big Fossil Oil Industry
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Fossil Fuel Carbon Cycle

The Carbon Footprint is massive

Negative 220 CO₂

While absolutely NO Oxygen is made

Every Gallon of Fossil Fuel Gas Used Adds 220 lbs of CO₂ to the atmosphere, and adds no Oxygen

BIO- Fuel

To Make + Use a Gallon of Gas from Vegetable Oil it takes lbs of CO₂:
- Farming -- 10 lbs of CO₂
- Preparation -- 10 lbs of CO₂
- Distribution -- 10 lbs of CO₂
- Utilization -- 22 lbs of CO₂

TOTAL = 52 lbs of CO₂

Positive 1000 + O₂

Farmed Oil adds massive Oxygen, absorbs CO₂ Saving Us All

10 sq meters of Vegetables will Reduce massive amounts of CO₂ into Oxygen to make a gallon of oil
Thus there is Massive benifits to the Environment
We are cleaning the enviroment as we drive

Absorbs Atmosphere
CO₂ makes Oxygen

The Biodiesel Cycle

Cleaner, Cheaper, Convenient
If we Grow our Oil we will clean our world as we drive
Yes, this is true
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Problem
The World’s Problem is too much Carbon Dioxide & too little Oxygen.

Solution
The Solution is Plants
According to Quantum Electro-Dynamics, plants take CO₂ and convert it to O₂. We must encourage every and all plants stop wasting good farm land anywhere use our deserts to develop large desalination plants that use the sun to desalinate sea water and use the water to grow plants HYDROPONICALLY.

In the Garden of Eden the Serpent tempted the woman and the man. They gained knowledge, but lost innocence.
Mankind has developed many false beliefs based on the promise of this knowledge. These false beliefs have jeopardized the planet. False beliefs such as synthetic drugs and foods, that petroleum should be our fuel, allopathic medicine, tobacco, dextrose sugar, meat as a staple food, unequal education to keep minorities down, the survival of the fittest, and that the media is real and unbiased. In fact these false beliefs make money and greed become uncontrollable. Money is a drug.

Now at the time of change, an Angel of both sexes will tempt the serpent. The serpent is the base lizard brain in all humans. This lizard brain is the source of anger, hate, aggression, greed, and the delusion and clinging to false beliefs that make money and threaten the very existence of human life on this planet. The Angel will defeat the greed and delusion of the lizard brain and lead humanity to a thousand years of peace harmony, freedom from excess degenerative disease, excess greed, discrimination, and inequality.

The Angel will return us to the Garden of Eden.

1. We must stop the over consumption of meat and switch to the more healthy fruits and vegetables. Wake up people’s minds.
2. Switch from fossil fuel to Bio-fuels and Bio-mass fuels.
3. Limit petro-synthitic chemical production and use organic chemicals from plants such as sugar or herbs.
4. Use dextrose sugar for Batteries, and fructose sugar for foods.
5. Use more Natural Medicine by changing the law to not just protect Patents but to protect Natural Recipes and Natural Made Medicines.
6. Stop the Danger of GMOs to destroy the balance
The Angel must tempt the small petty greedy minds to release their false beliefs. Release their avarice. Release their anger. Eat of the fruit of knowledge and see that we all share air.

Two of the major problems of our world today are:

1. Excess green house gases (like Carbon Dioxide, Methane, and Synthetic compounds) the deep ground Petroleum makes excess pollution, and a lack of good available oxygen. Cows and farm animals take in Oxygen and produce excess Methane and Carbon Dioxide.

2. Bad diet and life style of excess meat, synthetics foods and medicines, dextrose sugar, cooked oil trans fatty acids, lack of vegetables, tobacco, stress, lack of exercise and lack of good air (as the oxygen level decreases) all producing excess degenerative disease.

These problems have a simple quick solution from the Angel. The switch to increase plants and thus a more farming society and economy is the answer. Plants take in Carbon Dioxide and give off oxygen. Eating more vegetables drastically reduces degenerative disease. We can easily now use bio fuels and bio mass to produce a much cleaner gasoline from plants.

This would quickly solve many problems. But this would effect the greed of Big Sugar, Big Oil, Big Pharmaceuticals, and others. Greed and delusion of false beliefs stop us from Healing the Planet and Ourselves.

The Angel can lead us to return to the Garden of Eden for a thousand years.

People complain about changing food intake because of addiction and habit. Bad foods can be addictive. When people are given more healthy diets they complain at first, then they start to acclimate. Then they like being more healthy and having more energy. Then they cannot imagine eating the old unhealthy foods and finally they dislike the old unhealthy slow poison foods.

You just need to start eating healthy for your health and the health of the planet. Break the addiction to slow poison foods.
Farming Fuel could clean the Atmosphere CO2 in Just one or two years
Farming our Oil Could Clean our Atmosphere in 1 or 2 years

BUT -

Evil Big Oil Does NOT Want THIS
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The Media wants more money to bury the story about growing oil.

Growing our Oil would mean a major Shift in Financial Power.

I ain't Giving up my money easily.

It is about time someone value me.
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OUR GAS PRICES ARE SO HIGH BECAUSE WE DON'T HAVE ENOUGH REFINERIES.

Why Don't we just Grow our Oil???

WHAT?! AND CUT INTO OUR PROFITS! Going Natural would Put Us out of Business

We are NOT Going to buy your Shit Forever

If we Grow our Oil it would be Cheaper, Cleaner, Healthier, Safer

There are Evil Ultra Rich Forces that Wish to STOP Your Freedom to choose Farmed Oil
The War Machine has destroyed lives and property of millions. The War Machine feeds Fear, Hate, Homophobia, and Xenophobia to excite young men to fight and die all in the name of someone else’s greed.

The ideal of right livelihood, where no one should be selling drugs, weapons, or humans have been discarded for greed. For the human race to progress we must follow the lead of the Angel and return to the form of Right Livelihood.

The false belief that we need the petroleum from deep in the ground needs to be released. We can get all of our energy needs from plants, save the planet by reducing Carbon while generating Oxygen, and return to a green farming economy. But the oil companies will have to give up their greed.

The profits made by the Oil and Weapon Machine is monstrous, the greed gargantuan.

The Angel must find a way to defeat this Greed.

The Future of the Planet depends on the Release of the GREED, ANGER, HATRED, FEAR and the DELUSIONS OF FALSE BELIEFS...
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Click here to see how many oils spills are not shown in the Ultra-Rich controlled Media

OIL SPILLS

April 29, 2010

Damages to the Environment Beyond Belief

BP’s Big Oil Spill Settlement Includes Several Criminal Charges

Pay Billions after making Trillions in Damages???
If We Grow Our Oil there will be

NO MORE
Pipelines to Burst

NO MORE
Tankers to crash

NO MORE
Ocean Spills

NO MORE
Toxic Clean-ups

Farming Oil Would End
Global Warming
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By Growing Jatropha Africa could be Independent of the Oil Companies Everywhere in the World Can Be Free from the Slavery of Oil

Australia can Grow Jet Fuel For the World
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Stupid Ultra-Rich Excuses to not grow oil, told by the Media

1. displaces indigenous tribes

2. Interferes with Food Production

3. It would Upset the World Economy

4. If we grow fuel something bad will happen

MacDonalds does That

We are all a bit tired of the Ultra-Rich Making us Slaves to the Pump

Give us a break, WAKE UP People Before it is too Late
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"Spills, leaks and deliberate discharges are happening in oilfields all over the world and very few people seem to care.

my daddy's name is Big Oil
Our Lawyers cover up all Our Crimes

Average Big Oil Campaign Contributions to Senators Voting For the Energy Bill
$67,966

Average Big Oil Campaign Contributions to Senators Voting Against the Energy Bill
$195,973
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They Listen to All You Say and they Control the Media and Everything you see

ON THE INTERNET

The Internet has Become a Pie in the Face Silly Media

nobody knows you’re a dog

THE INTERNET

We must Realize that any information may be lies, twisted, mis-informed, in-complete, or just SILLY.
So we must Network and learn to do Critical Thinking and Do Not be afraid to ASK for help with information
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Big Pharma
Big Tobacco
Big Money
Big Sugar

The Ultra-Rich Corporations that Sponsor the Media OWN IT.

The Ultra-Rich Corporations
Ultra-Rich CORPORATIONS of DEATH

Big Media will NOT tell You the Whole Truth

The Media Can NOT Tell Stories That Offend Their Masters

BIG OIL
Weapons Sales

Solution: Tell your media You DEMAND a more Honest News, even if it offends your Masters or else you will Listen Elsewhere
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Rupert Murdoch Forces us to See the News as he Wants us to see it

"The media's the most powerful entity on Earth. They have the power to make the innocent guilty and to make the guilty innocent, and that's power. Because they control the minds of the masses."

Malcolm X

"If you're not careful, the newspapers will have you hating the people who are being oppressed, and loving the people who are doing the oppressing."

The Media Caters to the Rich + Can NOT be Trusted

ATTENTION! the corporate media lies to you
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The Evil Ultra-Rich Control World Leaders

No One is Allowed to Discuss Farming Fuel Not Fossil Fuel

Ultra Rich Control

Banks
Federal Reserve

Governments
Lobby Groups

Scientists
Grants, Jobs, Funding

Media
Absolute Distribution Control

Movies. News. Music
Protesters are under strict control to not really threaten the Ultra Rich...
The Celebrity Culture assures public control

Big Sugar. Big Tobacco. Big Pharmaceuticals
The 3 largest killers or humans are not really under any real control
They arrogantly put profit over people

Regulatory Agencies. FDA
Complete control of the foods, drugs, medicine, vaccines, and Philosophy
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The Ultra-Rich do not let People talk about Farming Fuel
NOT Fossil Fuel

I Told You, You can't talk about
SINthetic Drugs

WHAT ABOUT THE FIRST AMENDMENT?

I Told You, You can't talk about
Equal Economic Education

Ultra Rich Control!
The Media's Microphone

The guy who controls the Microphone will control the People, Till the People WAKE UP.

THIS "FREEDOM OF SPEECH" THAT WE ALL ENJOY IS THE GREAT EQUALIZER.
W OULDN'T YOU SAY?

99% the People

Ultra Rich Media 1%

Ameri ca!
Land of the Fomerly Free!
Now all are Indentured Servants to their Ultra Rich Owners

How can we have Freedom of Speech, when the Ultra-Rich Control all the Media????

We can get behind Ideas on the Web

No Voice for the People, only highly filtered ideas can be expressed
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There will Always Be Evil Greedy Arrogant Secret Societies Who Put Profit over People

Even if Caught No Court will Take the Case No Prosecutor will Prosecute No Witness will Appear No Evidence will Survive

For every Yin There is a Yang


The Want of Money Is THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL

Then What Can We Do?

Share this Book
Maybe We Should do Something Before We all Suffocate in a Puddle of Dirty Oil

Profit Over People

BP Gives Florida $25 Million for Gulf Tourism Promotion

Help Me!! What Can We Do

We Better Be Quick

What can we do????

We must Act Now
An Idea dropped into one mind will spread out to others the Mental Pond of the Collective Unconscious

When we hit the 100 Monkey Level it activates the Whole Universal Consciousness Network System
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There is no force so powerful as an idea whose time has come.

Ask about Ideas

Greater than the tread of mighty armies is an idea whose time has come.

Victor Hugo

There’s only one thing stronger than all the armies of the world—and that is an idea whose time has come.

Victor Hugo
Farm Our Fuel
Not Fossil Fuel
Spread this thought
Share this Book
Stop the Ultra-Rich
Stand Up to Evil
Save the World for You + Your Children
Take Back Control
Share this Book!
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Silence in the face of Evil is itself Evil:

He who passively accepts evil is as much involved in it as he who helps to perpetrate it. He who accepts evil without protesting against it is really cooperating with it. ~MLK

All tyranny needs to gain a foothold is for people of good conscience to remain silent.

- Thomas Jefferson

"If everyone thought the other guy will fight for me, then no one would"

Deire D'Ibarrastu

Stop Whining
Stop Fussing
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LARGE MINDS AND GREAT INTELLECTS
LOVE + ADMIRE
DESI'S ENLIGHTENED
+ PROVOCATIVE
CLARITY OF MIND
+ DEDICATION TO
NATUROPATHIC-ENERGY
THERAPY + MEDICINE

SMALL PETY MINDS AND
MENTALLY UNSTABLE
BIGOTS FEAR OR ENVY
DESIRE' THE PROVOCATUER

Desire's Versatility and Expansive Intellect
CANNOT BE PUT INTO A BOX,
LIKE WATER, HER MIND FILLS
ANY SPACE IT IS IN

Mediocre Minds
ALWAYS RESIST GREAT
SPIRITS + THE PETTY
MIND FEARS A CLEAR
EXPANSIVE INTELLECT

ARMED WITH CLARITY OF
MIND + AN ENLIGHTENED
VERSATILE INTELLECT
DESIRE' FIGHTS FOR FREEDOM
- FREEDOM TO CHOOSE-

DESIRE' AUTHOR
+ EDITOR OF A
VAST NATURAL
MEDICINE
LIBRARY